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LIDAR datasets are large and require extensive quality control and quality assurance procedures to 
ensure desired accuracies and product results. Statistics play an important role in evaluating LIDAR data 
in an efficient manner during such this QA/QC process. Statistics can be calculated for the LIDAR project 
dataset as a whole, for each file in the dataset or even on specified areas within the project. 

The Statistics that can be gathered are dependent upon the user, however in the case of QA/QC some of 
the most commonly gathered information is: point count, point density, area and points per classification. 
Information can also be gathered based on a specific classification field, a return combination, elevation 
range, intensity range or flags set within the LIDAR data.  

LP360 provides a Point Cloud Task (PCT) specifically for determining LIDAR statistics, known as the 
“Point Cloud Statistics Extractor”: 

 

Figure 1 - Add a New Task 

Using the Point Cloud Statistics Extractor, information can be extracted from the loaded LIDAR dataset. 
Engaging the “Extract by Files” option users may gather the header data from each LAS file in the 
dataset. Doing so provides a means to evaluate the compliance and completeness of each LAS file 
received. 
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Figure 2 - General and Header Attributes 

Coupling the “Extract by Files” option with the options to determine information directly about the LIDAR 
points found in each file (Figure 2) can provide insight into the data that has been received. These 
attributes include, but are not limited to: Elevation; Intensity; Classification; and Scan Angle. Point 
attributes can be summarized to provide the minimum, average, maximum and standard deviation values 
for each attribute (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 - Point Attributes 

Multiple ways to execute the PCT provide flexibility to the user in determining the desired summary 
information. For example, executing the task on the entire project can provide overall statistics. Whereas, 
executing the task on several small areas throughout the project using the envelope or stamp options of 
the Point Cloud Task Toolbar (Figure 4) provides a means for sampling results that can be focused on 
specific areas to avoid influence from overlap or water bodies on statistics such as point density. 

 

Figure 4- PCT Toolbar 

The resultant information from running the Point Cloud Statistics Extractor is stored in the attribute table 
(figure 5) of the shapefile. Reporting capabilities within ArcMap can then be leveraged to evaluate the 
information stored in the attribute table by compiling summary results (Figure 6) or by flagging erroneous 
or questionable data values. 

 

Figure 5 - Statistics per Tile 
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Figure 6 - Statistics for Project 

Hence, the “Point Cloud Statistics Extractor” tool within LP360 provides an efficient QA/QC evaluation 

tool at the macro level for project data. Completeness of information and compliance to delivery formats 

for some of the requested information can then be performed before time is spent at the detailed level 

looking at the fit of the LIDAR data point cloud and individual point classifications. 
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